
AMERICAN LITERATURE THESIS STATEMENTS

These sample thesis statements are provided as guides, not as The thesis may focus on an analysis of one of the
elements of fiction, drama, poetry man, the Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave.

In what ways does Ginsberg's treatment of similar themes reflect changes in American culture and poetic
aesthetics since the 19th century? In title of work , author uses one aspect to define, strengthen, illustrate the
element of work. Avoid arguing matters of taste as though they were provable. Link to the previous paragraph.
Ginsberg's "Supermarket in California" takes up Whitman as its subject, and "America" has interesting
thematic connections with sections of Song of Myself. It asserts an arguable claim. Avoid selecting arbitrary
quotes or choosing quotes whose accompanying analysis may undermine or contradict what you claim in the
thesis. Note how the thesis statement classifies the form of the work writings by immigrants and identifies the
characteristics of that form of writing tradition, adaptation, and identity that the essay will discuss. Remember
that a good essay thesis should be focused it argues something specific in a clear way , debatable it is not
obvious, a fact, or nonsense , and relevant to the field it contributes to your argument should contribute in
some way to our broader understanding of the topic you are writing about, but don't worry too much about
this. Though he is a tyrant, he is also a decisive and competent ruler. Bad thesis: Lily Bart and Clare Kendry
are alike in some ways, but different in many others. These distinctions or categories will be used to determine
what your topic sentences and body paragraphs will be made up of. Or does he evoke Whitman for some
specific impact or purpose? In title of work , author uses literary device to accomplish, develop, illustrate,
strengthen element of work. In title of work , author uses an important part of work as a unifying device for
one element , another element , and another element. Beginning the paragraph with someone else's words
doesn't allow you to provide this information for the reader. It also identifies the element of fiction that the
writer will explore character and the characteristics the writer will analyze and discuss determination, faith,
cunning. Topic sentences use keywords or phrases from the thesis to indicate which part of the thesis will be
discussed. Such statements make the reader think of various exceptions. By failing to assist her on three
separate occasions, he is revealed as less a hero of the novel than as the man responsible for Lily's downfall.
Revise and Draft: Revise and rewrite the thesis as many times as needed to achieve satisfaction.


